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This learning subscription is an all digital solution for anyone on your team seeking training on Oracle Financial Services
Analytical Applications (OFSAA). You get 24/7 access to a comprehensive set of high definition training videos delivered by
Oracle experts throughout the subscription period. The training in this learning subscription is periodically updated with new
content and information, including features and product enhancements for new releases. Hands-on labs are included so you can
practice what you learn. This learning subscription covers both the technical and functional aspects of OFSAA. Develop a solid
foundation about OFSAA solutions, including an in-depth look at the OFSAA functional architecture, key modules, the relationship
between those modules, features, functionality, and business process capabilities. Learn how to implement, configure,
administer, navigate and use the OFSAA product suite. Technical training covers the OFSAA Infrastructure and Data Integration
Hub. Functional training includes Basel, Liquidity Risk Management, Loan Loss Forecasting and Provisioning, Financial Crime
and Compliance Management, and Fund Transfer Pricing and Profitability Management.

Skills Gained
Deepen your understanding of the OFSAA Infrastructure, an infrastructure component required for all OFSAA applications
Use OFSAA components
Update and upload a data model
Run the rule and forms framework
Perform data migration using Data Integration Hub
Utilize OFSAAI to configure business, technical, operational and access control requirements
Utilize OFSAA Framework components including the Modeling and Stress Testing Framework for business requirements
Perform GL reconciliation using the Reconciliation Framework
Transform business requirements into OFSAA logical components using the Run Rule Framework
Assign user roles and access permissions
Execute Batch Operations, Scheduling and Interface
Create technical and business metadata elements like hierarchy, measure, data set and more.
Understand the Basel I, II and III guidelines, as well as Basel I and II compliance
Understand the main features and key benefits of the Basel application
Configure the Capital Buffers rules
Create reports and dashboards using the OFSAA Basel Analytics Application
Compute RWA for an exposure using the OFSAA Basel Application
Understand the functional coverage, architecture and business assumptions of LRM
Leverage data management, data model, configuration management, time bucketing, the holiday calendar/business day
convention, cash flow aggregation, currency conversion and batch management
Perform the steps and processes involved in an OFSAA LRM implementation
Explain the types of Counterbalancing Strategy and when to use it
Understand the importance of OFSAA LLFP as part of IFRS9 (International Financial Reporting Standards)

Explain functionalities of LLFP and describe its architecture
Define concepts of IFRS9
Use various tools and techniques within OFSAA
Configure the LLFP application to compute Expected Loss Amount and EIR
Become familiar with Oracle FCCM
Understand the importance of Compliance Management for the bank
Explain the functionalities of FCCM and its architecture
Become familiar with project implementation activities of FCCM at a bank or financial institution
Leverage the functionalities of the anti-money laundering component of FCCM
Explain behavior detection modules, including trade compliance
Develop a deeper understanding of the Anti-Money Laundering component of FCCM
Explore other behavior detection modules such as Trade Compliance
Gain insight into the concepts and processes supporting a bank’s profitability model
Become familiar with funds transfer pricing and cost allocation concepts within this solution
Configure OFSAA Funds Transfer Pricing and Profitability Management
Understand implementation topics experienced while deploying OFSAA
Work with the OFSAA modules
Run allocation rules and review the results

Who Can Benefit
Functional Implementers
End Users
Business Analysts
Project Managers
Sales Consultants
Technical Consultants
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